GATE Programs

GATE Reentry Plan for SY 2020-2021
Guiding Principles

• GATE students will continue receiving services remotely until new guidelines are in place.
• GATE students will continue receiving services by a gifted endorsed teacher or a teacher actively pursuing their gifted endorsement.
• Teachers will continue to differentiate, make necessary modifications and integrate gifted strategies into their content area and grade level regardless of modality.
• GATE teachers follow national gifted standards and Arizona Department of Education gifted guidelines to best support gifted students.
GATE Pull-out Program In-Person Options

• Itinerant teachers will resume 90-minute GATE pull-out instruction per week through synchronous and asynchronous learning options.

• All GATE pull-out classes will begin the year remotely until further direction is given.

Students will either join GATE pull-out class through Zoom either from their site or from a home learning environment.

• Individualized details for GATE pull-out class will vary by each teacher and site. Please check with your GATE Itinerant teacher for more information.
GATE Pull-Out Fall Class Information

- **45 minute Synchronous** learning through Zoom interactive class. Teacher will schedule with assigned site principal and teachers
- **45 minute Asynchronous** learning through assigned GATE Blog activities that students will complete independently
- GATE pull-out will continue to have quarterly units that integrate interdisciplinary content standards with national GATE standards and GATE instructional strategies
- Students may join class through Zoom from their classroom or from home during their regularly scheduled time depending on whether the student is participating in in-person or remote learning
GATE Self-Contained, Cluster, Resource, Open-Access In-Person Learning

• These programs will follow district guidelines and scheduling as determined by each site.

• All GATE designated classes will be taught by GATE endorsed teacher or a teacher who is actively seeking his/her gifted endorsement.

• GATE programs with qualifying students will follow ADE required modifications for gifted education for in-person learning.
These programs will follow district guidelines and scheduling as determined by each site.

All GATE designated classes will be taught by a GATE endorsed teacher or a teacher who is actively seeking his/her gifted endorsement.
GATE Testing

- GATE testing will take place on TUSD campuses on the assigned date or on the assigned makeup date (elementary and middle school).